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Abstract
A dramatic transformation of our technical world towards smart cyber-physical systems can be
currently observed. This transformation results in a networked technical world where besides the
embedded systems with their interaction with the physical world the interconnection of these nodes
in the cyber world becomes a key element. Furthermore, there is a strong trend towards smart
systems where artificial intelligence techniques and in particular machine learning is employed to
make software behave accordingly. This raises the question whether our capabilities to model these
future embedded systems are ready to tackle the resulting challenges.

In this presentation, we will first discuss how extensions of graph transformation systems can be
employed to design and analyse the envisioned future cyber-physical systems with an emphasis on
the synergies networking can offer and then characterise which challenges for the design, production,
and operation of these systems exist and how they can be tacked with graph transformation systems.
We will therefore discuss to what extent our current capabilities in particular concerning engineering
with graph transformation systems match these challenges and where substantial improvements for
the graph transformation systems have been crucial and will be crucial in the future.

Models are used in classical engineering to plan systems upfront to maximise envisioned properties
resp. minimise cost. For smart cyber-physical systems this decoupling of development-time and
run-time considerations vanishes, and self-adaptation and runtime models have been advocated
as concepts to shift some considerations to run-time. We will review the underlying causes for
this shift to run-time, discuss our work with graph transformation systems in this direction, and
outline related open challenges and implications for future work for graph transformation systems to
engineer smart cyber-physical systems.
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